
"Finding Phyla" Scavenger Hunt 
 

Scientists are interested in knowing the number of species in an 

area because more diverse communities are more resistant to 

change. It is also helpful to know if the species in a community 

are changing over time. With apps like iNaturalist, you can help 

scientists collect data on species numbers and locations, while 

you get help identifying what species you have found. 

 

First, let’s go over some quick background info. Taxonomy is the science of classifying living 

organisms. Using similarities and differences we can sort all living organisms into categories, from the 

broadest (called a domain) to the narrowest (called a species). For example, here is the classification 

of a human (Homo sapiens): 
 

Taxonomic classification Human 

Domain Eucarya 

Kingdom Animalia 

Phylum Chordata 

Class  Mammalia 

Order Primate 

Family Hominidae 

Genus Homo 

Species sapiens 
 

Identifying an organism to species level usually requires expertise, so for this project we are going to 

work at the level of phylum (plural: phyla). Note that plant taxonomy may use the terms division and 

phylum interchangeably. 

 

Now that you have a handle on taxonomy, Let get started on the challenge. Follow these steps to 

collect your organisms, then we will go over how to present your results. 

 

Step 1. Choose your 2 environments 

For example, you could compare desert vs. watered, your yard vs. a friend’s yard, or your yard 

vs. a nature preserve. 

 

Step 2. Find and photograph 6 organisms 

● You must take each photograph yourself; each photo will include a “personal indicator” item 

in each photo as proof. When you take a photo, place your “personal indicator” item in the 

view, like a pen, key, your finger, etc. 

● Pro tip: take clear images with the subject as close up as possible. 

● At least 2 of your 6 organisms need to be plants (Kingdom Plantae) 

Your goal is to examine 2 different environments and identify 6 different 

organisms in each environment. 



● You need to find at least 3 different phyla in each environment (there are ~35 animal 

phyla, but many need magnification to see or are marine animals) 

 

Step 3. Record and identify your organisms 

● Get the free iNaturalist app for your phone or computer and familiarize yourself with it: 

https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/video+tutorials 

https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/getting+started 

● Upload each organism’s photograph to iNaturalist.  

● iNaturalist has artificial intelligence software that can help you ID your 

organism - click “What did you see?” and pick the best match. 

● iNaturalist will list Taxonomy for your organism at the bottom of the page. 

Record the phylum of each organism. (see example #1) 

● If iNaturalist is not able to recognize your organism, other users can help.  

 

Now that you have found your phyla, let’s put it all together: 

 

Step 4. Make Conclusions 

Show us what you did in a PowerPoint photo slideshow (Insert: Photo Album) Click for a tutorial  

Describe what is on each slide with a voice recording (Insert: Audio) 

Remember to keep the total time of the slideshow under 5 minutes. 

Your slides need to include: 

● A picture of each of your 2 environments – briefly tell us about the environments and why 

they are different. 

● Screenshots of each of your 12 organisms in iNaturalist (see example #2)  

● Label each of your 12 screenshots with the environment it came from and its phylum 

● You can fit 2 pictures per slide if you select that option under “Picture Layout” 

● A voice recording of your answers to these concluding questions –  

1) Which of your 2 environments had the most phyla? 

2) Which phylum was the most common in each environment? 

3) Why do you think these patterns might exist? 

● Include your first and last name in the slideshow 

● The best scored videos will include all the requirement in these 4 steps, so read through 

carefully. Your explanation of the observed patterns must be well thought out to receive full 

points.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/video+tutorials
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/getting+started
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&reload=9&v=G-qyX_Ri17M


 
Example #1 - Once your photo is uploaded 

to iNaturalist and you have an ID, click the 

ID name below the picture and scroll to the 

bottom to find its phylum

 
Example #2 - How the screenshots of your 

12 iNaturalist Observations should look  

 

 


